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General

The workshop took place on December 13th-14th, 2012:
✦ http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=lcg&confId=215393
✦ ~50 participants

- representatives from Network community and NRENs, LHC experiments, CERN-IT, and more

In my opinion, it was an efficiently chaired workshop with a wisely-
mixed content:

✦ An effective balance of talks vs discussion slots:
- several talks by Network experts + few (summary) talks by experiments
- *plenty* of discussion time, especially on the second day

✦ A good mixture of “Network(s)” vs “Experiment(s)” flavors
- Workload Management and Data Management/Access aspects in experiments
-  BoD from concepts to existing solutions, projects, deployment ideas, etc
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Agenda
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What’s common in DM/WM ?

E.g. ATLAS and CMS DM/WM concepts and implementations 
are similar in many ways

✦ ... and getting more and more similar in Computing Models evolutions
- Both in DM and in WM
- Both in the main concepts and in the operational choices

✦ A non-exhaustive list:
- towards a “mesh” model of data transfers 
- evaluation of FTS3 as a file-level transfer service (as done for FTS-1/2)
- transition from DQ2 to Rucio in ATLAS (e.g. catalogue evolutions)
- local data access complemented with WAN access
- deployment of data federations (i.e. AAA in CMS, FAX in ATLAS)
- disk vs tape separation
- work on “Common Solutions” (PanDA and CRAB3) for the ATLAS/CMS WM sector
- more “dynamic” data placement tactics (subscriptions and deletions based on popularity data)
- ...
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Thoughts on ATLAS/CMS WM

Kaushik presented examples based on 
the PanDA experience, but general in 
many ways

✦ May network provisioning help in quickly 
completing incomplete input datasets? ➀

✦ May network status info help to decide to wait 
for transfer jobs to complete, or rerun? ➁

✦ Should we consider network as a resource in 
brokerage? ➂
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Thoughts on ATLAS/CMS DM

I presented a comparison of ATLAS/CMS DM 
systems, also in their evolutions
Plus some thoughts as of whether network-
awareness may help in DM and “at which 
level”

✦ “Where” in the DM components some network-
awareness could be plugged in? ➀

✦ Possible paths to explore, for each of the “levels” 
above ➁

✦ Network-awareness in data federations? ➂
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Thoughts on ALICE DM/WM

Costin presented an overview of ALICE DM/WM sectors and data access model
✦ An ambitious model with no dedicated SEs/sites/links for particular tasks, which worked because network 

capacity exceeded expectations ➀
✦ Now the problems are more at an operational level, need more meaningful/realistic monitoring data, from site 

fabric to the backbone (e.g. replica discovery may profit from reliable network info) ➁
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Network input
It was massive, in talks and discussions, and too much for this 
brief summary

✦ find more on slides and in the official “executive” summary that will come out soon

Let me just quote ANSE presented by Artur
✦ Advanced Network Services for (LHC) Experiments (ANSE), NSF funded (2 yrs)
✦ Goal: deterministic, optimized workflow

- Use network resource allocation along with storage and CPU resource allocation in planning data and 
job placement

- Improve overall throughput and task times to completion

✦ Integrate advanced network-aware tools in the mainstream production workflows 
of ATLAS and CMS

- use tools and deployed installations where they exist
- extend functionality of the tools to match experiments’ needs
- identify and develop tools and interfaces where they are missing

✦ More at:
-  http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=8&sessionId=1&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=215393

✦ In my opinion, quite close to the approach that experiments would get the highest 
benefit from 
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Summary
It seems promising to explore network-aware approaches in DM and WM 
sectors of LHC experiments
Carefulness is a must, though

✦ not obvious that e.g. ATLAS and CMS would interact to PtP/PtMP scheduling in the same way. 
Be pragmatic and see if we are actually in that position or if it requires significant work, more 
than the gain we would obtain in the experiment workflows

But, LS1 is an excellent opportunity window 
✦ if not now, when?

Experiments are interested in trying to evaluate new approaches; choice 
driven by:

✦ level of pragmatic and productive interactions among Experiment and Network communities
✦ quality, cost, features of the interfaces offered by the Network experts 
✦ the ATLAS/CMS manpower available to perform meaningful tests is limited

This workshop was an excellent starting point, and happened at the right time
✦ many thanks to Michael and Lars to organize it!
✦ an executive summary by the organizers will be available soon
✦ work-in-progress on a white paper, and some first collaborations established
✦ the WLCG Network group chaired by Michael is the perfect body to follow up

Credits:  to all people who participated to the workshop discussions.
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